
 

CAR TRIP THROUGH THE SERRA DA CABREIRA 
 
The Serra da Cabreira is a mountainous area between Cabeceiras de Basto and Vieira do 
Minho. The route takes you to these two towns through small villages, a mountainous area 
with small-scale agriculture and livestock. The landscape is both lovely and sometimes 
rugged with nice views. Along the route there are many opportunities to picnic (parque de 
lazer or parque de merenda) 
 
The length of the route is approximately 125 kilometers. The pure driving time is 4 hours. 
 
From the campsite go to the N206. Turn right (through the tunnel) and follow the road about 
7 kilometers. 
At the first roundabout take the second exit to Arco de Baúlhe. At the next roundabout take 
the first exit to Cabeceiras de Basto. You are now on a new piece of "highway" which ends at 
another roundabout. Follow the direction Cabeceiras. At the next roundabout take the 
second exit signposted Braga (not Cabeceiras!). You drive straight ahead to Cabeceiras until 
you arrive at a roundabout with flags on it. There you take the 3rd exit. A little further, turn 
right (road goes down) and you will see the Old Town Square. You can park here and visit 
the old monastery (Mosteiro). There are some pubs at this picturesque square as well as a 
Tourist Office. 
To get back on the route, go to the end of the square and turn left and left again, which 
brings you back to the roundabout with the flags. Take the third exit. Stay on this road 
(signposted Braga and Vieira do Minho) and leave Cabeceiras. 
 
After about a kilometer you will see a sign Painzela. Soon after, turn right towards Moinhos 
de Rei (brown sign). You arrive at the village Abadim and follow the main road. Occasionally 
you will see a brown Moinhos de Rei sign. Stay in this direction. 
 
Moinhos de Rei are a few small watermills, located in a forest, where later a picnic area was 
added. Nice place to stretch your legs and look around. 
 
You follow the route from the car park at the mills turning left and very soon turning right, 
direction Bustiliberne and Agra. 
Arriving in Bustiliberne you proceed towards Veiga. Once there, turn left immediately 
followed by an Y-junction where you turn left again. 
This road descends and you end up in a small village, Vila Boa. At your right there is a picnic 
area. Drive straight on until you reach a T-junction. Turn right here towards Agra. 
 
This is a beautifully preserved old town. Worthwhile to get out and walk through. You can 
park your car along the main road. 
 
Following the road you reach Anjos. At a T-junction you turn left and a little further on keep 
right direction Vilarchão. Again a little further turn right towards Vieira do Minho. You pass 
through Vilarchão, Ameã and Vilela. There you turn left (so NOT in the direction of Campo de 
Tiro). Follow the road until you reach Vieira do Minho. There you go straight on (first 
descending then climbing) until you reach a roundabout. Turn right towards Centro. You 
arrive at the picturesque main square of Vieira. Here you can park your car and get 
something to at and/or drink. 
 
To continue the route drive back to where you entered Vieira do Minho. At the roundabout, 
now follow directions to Serradella. This is indicated by brown signs. You will successively 
pass through the villages Assento, Candelães, Real, Quintães, Fontelas, Portela and Meães. 
The road continues to climb through a green mountain landscape. After reaching the peak 



the road descends through a rugged scenery. Across the valley you can see the national 
park Peneda Gerês. 
Folllow the road and turn right at a junction. You are now on the N103 towards Chaves. 
Follow this road for about 15 kilometers, until Venda Nova. Turn right direction Cabeceiras 
de Basto (the N311). You pass Salto and continue towards Cabeceiras de Basto. After about 
5 km turn left towards Lodeiro Arqué on a cobbled street. 
At the junction with a stone cross in the middle, turn right. Follow this road through a beautiful 
green scenery until you reach a T-junction (stop sign). Go right. 
 
The first exit on your left leads to the Nariz do Mundo restaurant in the village of Moscoso. It 
is famous in Northern Portugal for its specialty of roasted goat. On weekends, people come 
in large numbers from Porto to eat lunch here. If you happen to pass it around lunch- or 
dinner time, then this is a really nice typical Portuguese restaurant. 
 
Follow the paved road (do not take directions Juguelhe). The road descends sharply. You 
arrive in a village (which later turns out to be called Cambezes) and keep left towards 
Cabeceiras de Basto. 
Follow this road until you reach a main road. Turn here left towards i.a. Leiradas. At the 
junction with a white bus shelter turn right to Boadela. The road becomes a narrow cobbled 
street between houses. Further on the road becomes wider and better paved. 
 
Follow the downhill road and pass Pedraça. After the church, turn left at the bottle bank and 
take the main road. Stay on this road until the end and turn right on the N206. You reach 
Arco de Baúlhe. Follow directions Fafe on two roundabouts (so keep on following the N206). 
A few miles further on keep on following directions Fafe on two more roundabouts. After 
about 8 km you reach the tunnel under the highway. Turn left after the tunnel and follow the 
signs towards the campsite. 


